Colorectal cancer is the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths in Europe and the United States. Most colorectal cancers develop from adenomatous polyps over a number of years. Early detection of polyps eliminates the risk of subsequent carcinomas. Computed tomographic (CT) colonography is a diagnostic technique detecting colorectal neoplasms. With the introduction of multidetector-row computed tomography (MD-CT), CT colonography (CTC) has gained influence as a new diagnostic tool in early detection of colonic pathologies by acquiring volumetric CT data sets of the abdomen. This volumetric data is analyzed using CTC workstations, which provide an interactive display of 2D and 3D images of the colon. In several studies, CTC revealed a high accuracy (sensitivity/patient: 83-100% and specificity/patient: 93-100%) in detecting pathological colonic changes. Furthermore, CTC is an excellent diagnostic technique for the evaluation of patients with incomplete conventional colonoscopy and allows the assessment of extracolonic abdominal and pelvic organs.
Introduction
In 2000, there were approximately 130,200 newly diagnosed cases of colorectal cancer, with 56,300 patients dying of their disease in the United States (1). In general, the risk of being diagnosed with or dying from colorectal cancer in an average lifetime is 5.6% and 2.5%, respectively (1). Screening (e.g., fecal-occult blood testing) of asymptomatic subjects allows for the detection of cancer at earlier stages (2). A majority of colorectal tumors can be prevented by means of conventional colonoscopic removal of precursor adenomatous polyps (3).
By using CT data in conjunction with specialized imaging software, CT colonography has become a diagnostic tool for detecting colorectal pathologies (Fig. 1 ). Since its introduction in 1998, multidetector-row computed tomography (MD-CT) has gained widespread clinical acceptance. For example, if 4-slice technology is used with a gantry rotation time of 0.5s and simultaneous acquisition of four slices using dedicated MD-CT systems, the 8-fold increase in performance may be distributed among the three cornerstones: volume, time, and axial resolution. For routine applications, thin collimation protocols can be acquired in a single breathhold, even in critically ill patients. This is associated with improved clarity and diminished motion artifacts on moving organs, e.g., the lungs, the heart, and the abdomen, in comparison with single-slice spiral CT (4). The new generation of MD-CT scanners offers simultaneous acquisition of up to 16 submillimeter slices. This constitutes an important leap on the way towards true isotropic scanning. 16-slice MD-CT scanners have the potential to cover even large scan volumes with sub-millimeter collimation in considerably reduced scan times compared to 1-and 4-slice CT systems (5).
This article presents an overview of CT colonography using single-and multidetector-row CT in the assessment of colorectal polyps and cancer.
CT Colonography
In 1994, Vining et al. described CT colonography using 1slice spiral CT (6) for the first time. Ever since, various terms such as "virtual colonoscopy" and "3D endoscopy" have been used to depict this method, but were abandoned in favor of "CT colonography" (7).
Patient Preparation and Acceptance
Like conventional colonoscopy, CTC examinations require bowel preparation. In order to clean the bowels, different agents are available. For CT colonography, Picolax® (sodium picosulphate with magnesium citrate) and Citramag® (magnesium carbonate with anhydrous citric acid) were compared as bowel cleansing agents. In 124 patients, Picolax® was found to result in a significantly drier colon than Citramag® (8). After cleaning the bowels, the colon has to be distended by insufflation of atmospheric air or carbon dioxide via a rectal tube. Room air is the most commonly used agent for colonic distention because of its easy availability. Depending on individual colonic volume, approximately 2L of air are generally needed for sufficient distention of the entire colon. Room air has no diffusion gradient across the colonic wall. Thus, room air may remain in the colonic lumen for hours and cause colonic pain until the air is expelled. Carbon dioxide is absorbed much faster than the nitrogen in room air. In a trial of 151 patients prepared for double-contrast barium enema, 65 patients received carbon dioxide and 86 room air insufflation prior to the examination. Thirty percent of patients who received room air experienced significant pain, compared to 11% of patients with carbon dioxide insufflation (9). However, carbon dioxide was found to produce a significantly lower amount of colonic distention in comparison with room air (10). To reduce the pain caused by bowel distention with room air, intravenously injected bowel relaxants (scopolamine-butylbromide or glucagon) can be used (11). Taylor et al. (12) found an improved colonic distention during CT colonography using butylbromide and suggested its routine administration. However, other groups did not see any significant improvement in detecting colonic polyps when using bowel relaxants (13-15).
Patient acceptance is indispensable for any screening technique (16). In patients undergoing CTC after incomplete colonoscopy, conventional colonoscopy was perceived as being significantly more uncomfortable (17). Comparable results in 111 patients were found by Svensson et al. (18) , who showed that 82% of all patients preferred CTC over conventional colonoscopy due to better comfort and less pain during the examination. Pineau et al. (19) were able to show that patients prefer CT Colonography as their next screening method even when they perceive CTC as being at least as uncomfortable as conventional colonoscopy.
CT Data Acquisition

Patient Position and Oral Contrast Media:
Retained intraluminal fluid may prejudice the assessment of the colonic mucosa and obscure pathological findings. Oral contrast media for visualizing polypoid lesions were described to avoid changing the patient's position during CT examination (20) . In a study of 180 patients, the application of oral contrast media was not found to produce an improved visualization of colonic lesions, whereas prone and supine positions were shown to help minimizing false-negative results (21). In order to unmask colonic lesions hidden by intraluminal fluid, the detection rate of polyps can be improved in 13-15% by changing the patient's position (21). Turning the patient around is also helpful to differentiate between mobile stool and fixed pathologies (13). Therefore, prone and supine positions are invaluable.
Simplified bowel preparation techniques using "fecal tagging" and "virtual bowel cleansing" could improve patients' acceptance of CTC as a screening method (22, 23). These techniques do not require bowel cleansing because the stool is marked by orally administered contrast media. Oral contrast agents considerably raise stool density and enable an improved density distinction of soft tissue-equivalent polypoid lesions. Callstrom et al. (24) evaluated different protocols for stool marking in 65 patients at a given sensitivity of 80-100% for the detection of colonic lesions measuring >10mm. A 48h interval between stool marking (using 7 doses of 225ml diluted oral contrast media) and CTC examination was considered to constitute the best compromise.
IV Contrast Media:
The need for intravenously (iv) injected contrast media (CM) in CTC as a screening technique is still being discussed. An improved detection rate of medium-sized polyps (5-9mm) using iv CM was found by several groups (25, 21) . The main reason for an increased detection rate of colonic lesions using iv CM is the contrast enhancement of tumors and polyps. Therefore, they can be distinguished more easily from "pseudolesions" like haustral and rectal folds or colonic diverticulosis, which are able to mimic colonic pathologies. Furthermore, iv contrast agents aid in the detection of polyps in patients with excessive colonic fluid.
In colorectal carcinoma, conventional colonoscopy may fail to detect a large proportion of local relapses that are located intramurally, serosally or pericolonically. Contrast enhanced CTC can serve as a useful adjunct to conventional colonoscopy for identifying all types of local recurrences (26). Hara et al. (27) found clinically important extracolonic pathologies in 11% of retrospectively evaluated native CTC examinations, i.e., without using iv contrast media. CM enables an optimized assessment of surrounding organs for tumor staging as well as the visualization of colonic blood supply. CT examinations using intravenously administered contrast media are especially able to sufficiently diagnose abdominal organs like the liver, the spleen, the kidneys, and the abdominal lymph nodes. Compared with conventional colonoscopy and barium doublecontrast enema, this constitutes a considerable advantage in abdominal tumor staging. When using CTC as a screening method, however, the potential nephrotoxicity and allergic reactions caused by iv CM have to be considered.
Scanning Protocols: Although many scanning techniques have been described for CTC, a few basic principles apply: following bowel preparation, CTC scanning protocols vary according to the type of scanner and the scanning parameters used. The standard protocol for 1-slice CT is 70-110mAs, 120kV, 3-5mm collimation (table feed/rotation 3.75-10mm, rotation time 0.75-1s (28). In 4-slice MD-CT, Fletcher et al. (28) suggested different protocols (low dose and high resolution protocols) for CTC. Low dose protocol: 50-100mA, 120kV, 2.5-5mm collimation, 12.5-15mm table feed/rotation, 0.5-0.8s gantry rotation time. High resolution protocol: up to 120mAs, 120kV, 1-1.5mm, 6-7.5mm table feed/rotation, 0.5-0.8s gantry rotation time. In 16-slice MD-CT, zaxis resolution (resolution along the patients' longitudinal axis) can be further improved by thinner collimation (16 × 0.75mm). Thus, it is possible to achieve an isotropic dataset in routine abdominal CT examinations (5). For the detection of small-sized polyps, isotropic datasets are expected to improve the detection rate. Compared to 4-slice scanners, the scan time of 16-slice MD-CT is even shorter. On 4-slice systems, a scan range of 40cm can be obtained within 37s at a collimation of 4 × 1mm, whereas a 16-slice scanner (16 × 0.75mm collimation) covers the same scan range in 11s (11). To the authors' best knowledge, a standard protocol for 16slice MD-CT has not yet been published. According to our own experience, a 16-slice MD-CT protocol using 50mAs, 120kV, 16 × 0.75mm collimation, 18mm table feed/rotation and 1mm slice thickness seems to be the best compromise between radiation exposure, visibility of colonic changes and time efficiency in a colon phantom study. Independent of the collimation chosen, the reconstruction interval should be between 40 and 70% of the collimation to avoid lower quality 3D images along the longitudinal axis (29).
Radiation Exposure
Regarding radiation exposure, Hara et al. (30) were able to show that in 1-slice CT, a tube current of 70mAs compared to 140mAs had no impact on the number of polyps detected. The main reason for this was found to be the high contrast between soft tissue polyps and surrounding air in the colonic lumen. The radiation exposure in CTC is comparable to that in double contrast enema (31, 32) . Tube current in MD-CT can be reduced to 50mAs, which achieves a signal-to-noise ratio that is comparable to 1-slice CT using 70mAs. The radiation exposure of 7.9mSv in 4-slice MD-CT (supine and prone position) at 50mAs was calculated in a 40cm male phantom by Luz et al. (11) . In 16-slice MD-CT, a radiation exposure of 8.7mSv can be expected (tube current 50mAs, male phantom, supine and prone position). Newly developed dose saving software programs, which are offered by different manufacturers, enable a further reduction of the radiation dose.
Image Post-processing
For data reformation, specific software is needed to handle the huge amount of axial images (4-slice MD-CT: approx. 1000 axial images, 16-slice MD-CT: approx. 1700 axial images) (11). Besides providing axial images and multiple planar reformations (MPR), the data sets can be reformatted in two different ways, allowing an endoluminal view and an extraluminal view (Fig. 2 and 3) . The endoluminal view is a fly-through mode with a perspective comparable to endoscopy. The extraluminal view displays colonic structures from the outside, offering different 3D-reformation modes such as surface rendering (= shaded surface display, SSD) and volume rendering (VR). In surface rendered images, only colonic surface structures are displayed. Due to the fact that the volumetric data acquired behind the surface structures is not visualized, some image information of the volume data set might be lost (33). VR reformations allow an optimized impression of 3D colonic anatomy using colors and different opacities for soft tissue structures of the colon and its surrounding organs without data segmentations (Fig. 4) . In VR, even minor changes of the transfer functions used may obscure important details of anatomical and pathological structures (34). A specific type of VR technique enables the display of colonic anatomy as a virtual double contrast enema excluding soft tissue structures next to the colon (35, 36) . In SSD as well as in VR, a loss of image quality due to artifacts has been observed (37).
To optimize the evaluation of CTC data sets, a specific software for workstations is required. The software should meet a number of requirements. For 3D navigation through the colonic lumen, the workstation should be able to manually or automatically calculate a centerline along the entire colon and rectum including the display of a colonic map. Furthermore, 2D multiple planar images to the correlated 3D endoluminal views are required to exactly determinate the anatomical position within the data set. In 3D endoluminal views, marked structures should automatically be displayed as 2D sagittal, axial and coronal images. It should be possible for all 2D images as well as for the 3D fly-through mode to adapt window settings and thresholds, to magnify objects and to carry out length and density measurements (11). In fact, these options make it easier to interpret CTC data sets and decrease the reading time.
Data Analysis in CTC
To read CTC data sets, axial image viewing or 3D-endoluminal views combined with correlated MPRs are used. Hara et al. (30) found that the number of colonic polyps detected in axial images and in the endoluminal view were compara- ble. A sensitivity of 83% for polyps sized >8mm was achieved by Dachman et al. (38) using zoomed axial views. The amount of time needed for evaluating data sets can be reduced from 60min in 3D views to 12min in axial images (39). For 3D endoluminal viewing, navigation in both directions (antegrade and retrograde) is indispensable in order not to overlook pathologies that might be hidden behind haustra and colonic loops. To reduce the amount of time spent on fly-through modes, workstations should be able to automatically create a centerline through the colonic lumen.
Reading axial and multiple planar reformatted images in combination with 3D-endoluminal views was found to be superior to reading only one of these viewing modes (39). Fletcher et al. (40) recommend 2D images and soft-tissue window settings for diagnosing carcinomas, lung window settings for polyps, and soft-tissue attenuation on 2D and 3D images for polypoid morphologies.
To avoid false-positive findings, it is necessary to differentiate between fecal material and polypoid lesions by changing the patient's positions (supine and prone). In most cases, stool will move at different scanning positions (21). Additionally, stool has a characteristic angular surface, as opposed to the smooth surface of polyps (38). Haustra shows a circular surface towards the colonic wall in transversal sections, whereas polyps have a polygonal shape in all directions. Especially flat lesions and polyps immediately adjacent to colonic folds are still hard to distinguish from haustra and stool (41). Compared to barium double-contrast x-ray and conventional colonoscopy, CTC enables tissue density measurements, which can be used to distinguish polypoid lesions from fecal material. Stool is characterized by hypodense values and small air inclusions, whereas the density of polyps and carcinomas is equivalent to soft tissue in the central regions (37).
Technical artifacts like beam-hardening and metallic artifacts (e.g., in patients with hip replacements) may partially obscure colonic structures and minimize the image quality of 2D and 3D views. Collapsed segments of the colon can be misinterpreted as colonic neoplasms. The main difference to carcinomas is a slight colonic wall thickening in collapsed segments (40).
The increased number of images in MD-CT poses new challenges to both workstations and physicians. There is a clear demand for new software tools providing (semi-) automated polyp detection in order to reduce the reading time of data sets, especially when it comes to using CTC as a screening technique. Such computer aided diagnosis (CAD) tools are able to analyze the surface of intracolonic structures according to their morphology, such as the type of adhesion to the colon wall and the surface pattern. The software displays suspect findings based on algorithms which graduate the intraluminal structures in values for the proba-bility of polypoid lesion. In a study comprising 28 patients, Summer et al. (42) found a 71% sensitivity for polyps sized >10mm when scanning patients in supine position only. For an average patient, 3.5 false-positive findings were displayed. When scanning patients in prone and supine position, a 100% sensitivity was found in 41 patients at 2.5 false-positive findings per patient (43). CAD for CTC has the potential to increase diagnostic sensitivity and decrease interpretation time. Unfortunately, CAD software for CTC is not yet available on commercial workstations.
The use of CTC as an alternative tool following uncompleted colonoscopy examination has been described by different authors (Fig. 3) (44-46) . The inability to pass the endoscope might be caused not only by stenotic tumors, but also by colonic malrotations, hernias, and redundant bowel loops. In such cases, a CTC can be carried out right after the incomplete colonoscopy without any additional bowel cleansing (46). Colonic pathologies (such as secondary tumor lesions or polyps) which are located proximally to the stenotic lesion were being detected in CTC after incomplete colonoscopy (44, 45) . Compared to conventional colonoscopy, one limitation of CTC continues to be the impossibility to take biopsies during the examination.
Diagnostic Accuracy of CTC
In 70 patients examined by 1-slice CTC, Hara et al. (47) found a sensitivity of 75% and a specificity of 90% for polyps >1cm versus colonoscopy as the standard of reference (all patients were scanned in supine position only). In Table I , an overview of different studies regarding sensitivity and specificity is given. Using 1-slice CTC, the sensitivity for detecting patients with polyps >1cm ranges between 85 and 96%, with a corresponding specificity of 93 to 96%. The sensitivity for detecting polyps >1cm ranged between 75 and 91%. Rust et al. (48) were able to show a benefit of MD-CT in CTC in the detection of mid-size lesions (5-10mm) in 25 patients due to improved z-axis resolution. To our knowledge, no data has been published on 16-slice MD-CT colonography. In our group, the impact of a 16-slice scanner on CTC was assessed by using a porcine phantom with simulated polyps on the inner surface of the colonic wall. The polyp size ranged from 1 to 6mm (Fig. 5 ). One hundred and eight different scanning parameters and phantom directions were used evaluating the polyp detection rate. We found a high accuracy (sensitivity: 100%) even for 1mm polyps on axial images with a slice thickness of 1mm or less. In 3D endoluminal view, all lesions sized 3mm size or bigger were visualized independently of the evaluated scanning protocol.
Cost
Regarding the cost-effectiveness, based on the Markov model, of CTC as a screening technique , Sonnenberg et al. (51) found out that the cost per life-year saved was $24,584 in CTC versus $20,930 in conventional colonoscopy. However, both methods would produce the same costs if patient compliance in CTC could be improved by 10-15%, or if procedural expenses in CTC could be lowered by 54%.
Conclusions
CT Colonography (CTC) is a promising screening method for colorectal polyps and tumors. It provides a complete evaluation of the entire colon. Multidetector-row CT has further improved the diagnostic impact of CTC due to shorter acquisition times and high-resolution CT images. Over the last few years, a high patient acceptance and a low rate of complications have contributed to raising the popularity of CTC. Several trials have found a high sensitivity and specificity of CTC, and a number of different aspects such as examination techniques, image display, data reformations have been discussed. Improvements in computer-aided detection systems as well as new software tools may facilitate image reading and interpretation. Therefore, they have the potential to accelerate the acceptance of CTC as a colorectal screening method. 
